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Abstract 
Bianconi, R., Model completeness results for elliptic and abelian functions, Annals of Pure and 
Applied Logic 54 (1991) 121-136. 
We prove the model completeness of expansions of the reals by restricted elliptic and abelian 
functions. We make use of an auxiliary structure admitting quantifier elimination, where the 
basic relations are strongly definable in the original structure. 
1. Introduction 
In the paper [5], van den Dries proved the (strong) model completeness (see 
Definition 3.1) of the theory of 
[w’.‘. = (R, constants, <, +, 0, exp], ,,,, ,, sin ]lo,nl). 
In the same paper he conjectures that the same is true for expansions of E? = (R, 
constants, <, +, -, .) by restricted elliptic functions. Here we show this case and 
also the case of restricted abelian functions. We describe his method in a more 
general setting giving automatically the strong model completeness of the theories 
considered. 
Wilkie announced in [9] a model completeness result for expansions of Ll? by 
restricted Pfaffian functions, which in some way generalizes the result in [5] (since 
‘exp’ is a Pfaffian function) but it does not give strong model completeness. By 
[6], we see that all these expansions of the reals above are O-minimal, and so 
they have definable Skolem functions. This suggests the following question: 
Is a model complete O-minimal expansion of E? strongly model complete? 
If the answer is yes, Wilkies’ result does generalize van den Dries’ one, but at 
the present state of knowledge, strong model completeness is better than model 
completeness. 
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In Section 2 we give the modifications in the proof of the quantifier elimination 
results in [3] (as suggested in [5]), to obtain a similar result for Weierstrass 
systems over R, and deduce a similar result for Weierstrass systems over @. This 
result plays an important role in the method, described in Section 3, which 
contains also the main results. 
2. Quantifier elimination for W-systems 
In what follows. let K denote either R! or C. 
Definition 2.1. A Weierstrass system, W-system for short, over K is a family of 





KLq,,l E K b,n,l c KU-+oII~ and if CJ is a permutation of (1, . . . , n} and 
f(x,,J E K ]x,,,], then f(x,,,,, . . . , x,(,J E K l-q,,~, and moreover, form 2 
n, K lqmJ n KUqnJl =K l+J. 
If f E K lxCn,] is a unit in K[x(,,,], then f is a unit in K lxCnJ. 
(Weierstrass Division) If f E K lx,,,, x,+,1 and f(0, x,+,) E K[x,+,] is non- 
zero of order d (i.e., f(0, x,+i) = C~__,c+~+i, with cd #O), then for every 
gEK[x(,+,,j, there are QEK[x(,+,)], and Ri~KlxC,)] (Osicd-l), 
such that 
d-l 
g=Qf + C Rixi+l. 
i=o 
The W-system is said to be convergent if it also satisfies: 
W4. All series in (K[x~,,]),.~ converge on some neighbourhood of 0, and if 
f c K [xCn,] converges on the polydisc D = {x E C”: lx11 < E, . . . , Ix,1 < E} 
(for some E > 0), then for each a E D fl K”, the series 
f(a +x,.J=izn$(a)x+ 
n 
also belongs to K lx,,,J . 
The definition of W-systems is due to Denef and Lipshitz [4], and of convergent 
W-systems is due to van den Dries [5]. 
2.2. We now list some properties of W-systems which will be used later without 
explicit mention to them. (These can be found in [4, remarks (1.3)].) For each 
n E N, K lx,,,] is a ring satisfying the following properties: 
1. K lx,,,] is local and noetherian, with maximal ideal I generated by 
X, ) . . . ) x,. Its completion with respect to I is KIIxcn,J, and if xi divides g in 
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If a linear equation g,Z, + . . * + g,Z, = h, with coefficients g,, . . , &, 
h E K [x,,,] has a solution in K[_Q,], then it has one in K [xc,,,]. (See [4, 
theorem (l.l)].) 
(Substitution) If f E K [x,,+,,] and g,, . , g, E K lx,,,] then 
f(+,, g,(-+J, . . 7 gm(-+J) E Kb+,k 
K lx,,,] is closed under derivatives dldxj, 1 d i d n. 
(Weierstrass Preparation) Suppose f E K lx Cn+ljJ is regular of order d in x,+, 
(i.e. f@ x,+l 
and there are k 
IS nonzero of order d). Then there is a unit Q E K 1_++,,j, 
01 . . . 1 Rd--L l (x&K ]-+,] (th e maximal ideal of K [x,,,]) 
such that 
d-l 
f =Qw, where WC+,, x,+1) =-C~+I + c WqnJd+~. 
i=o 
Moreover, this factorization is unique, and w is called the Weierstrass 
polynomial off. 
The real case 
Definition 2.3. Now, let Z denote the interval [- 1, l] and suppose that W = 
(R l+I,l LEN is a fixed convergent W-system over R . Let [w ,{x,,,} = {f E R[xc,,j: 
f converges in a neighbourhood of I”, and for all a E I”, the translated series 
f (a +xCn,) belongs to R lxCnj] }, n E N. 
l Let Lw be the language which has an n-place function symbol f for each 
f E R,{x,,,}, such that f (I”) c I, n E N, and a binary relation symbol <. Let 
Z$ be the language obtained from Lw by adding a two-place function symbol 
D. 
l We make I to be an Lsstructure by interpreting each function symbol f 
coming from R,{x~,,} by the corresponding function x E I” -f(x) E I, the 
symbol D by the function D : Z2+ I, 
if (xi] C [x2/, x2 # 0; 
otherwise, 
and < as the usual order on I. 
Then, in this setting, we have: 
Theorem 2.4. The (theory of the) L&-structure Z admits quantifier elimination. 
The proof is basically the same as in [3] ( as observed in [5]), and we indicate 
below the modifications required in our case. 
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Theorem 2.5. Let x=-q,), y =Y(,) = (Yll . . . ? y,), n > 0, and suppose that 
f(x,Y)E~w{x,Yl. Then there is a positive integer d such that f can be written as 
f(-c Y) = C ai(xly’4@, YL 
where a,(x) E R! W{x}, and ui is a unit in R lx, y] , for i E N”, (iI < d. 
Proof. (Compare with [3, lemma (4-12)].) We do induction on n > 0. 
Case 1: n = 1. We claim that f can be written as 
f (x2 rJ = ,z +)Y’lJ withaiERw{x},jERJ. 
To see this, we use the properties listed in 2.2. By 2.2-3, f (x, 0) = so(x) E R! 1x1, 
and a, clearly converges in a neighbourhood of I”, so a,, E R W {x}. Now, 
f (x, y,) - a,, E R w{x, y,}, and y, divides f (x, y,) - so(x) in R lx, y, ] (actually in 
R,{x, yr]), by 2.2-L so f (x3 YJ - a,,(x) = ylfl(x, ~11, with fl E Rw{x, Y,>. Again 
by 2.2-3, fi(x, 0) =a,(x) E R,(x). By induction on j E N, using the above 
argument, it follows that aj(x) E R,(x), for all j E N. 
Now, since R lx] is noetherian, the ideal generated by all the aj(x), j E N, is 
already generated by ai( j cd, for some d E N, d > 0. Thus, for j 2 d, we can 
write 
a,(x) = ,5d bij(x)ai(x), with b;j E R 1x1 (i < d, j 2 d). 
Hence, we have 
f(x, YI) = iz (ai(x)yl +,~b&Mx)yl) 
=,~aiOlc)Y:(l +gitx> Yl)Yi)t (1) 
where 
g,(x, YI) =,~~b,(x)J’<-‘-’ E RUx, YlIl. 
Consider the linear equation f (x, y,) = C. ,+, a,(x)y’,(l + Z,y,) in the unknowns 
Zo, . . . , Zd_-l (with coefficients in R ]x,y,]). By 2.2-1, it has a solution 
Z; = gi E rW[Ix, yJ, so, by 2.2-2, it has a solution gj E Iw lx, y, j . 
Since y,g,(x, y,) is in the maximal ideal of R lx, y,] (i < d), ui = 1 + y,g,(x, y,) is 
a unit in R lx, y,] (i cd). 
This proves the case n = 1. 
Case 2: n > 1. Let y’ = (y2, . . . , yn) and let I = (&, . . . , In) range over N”-‘. 
Apply the inductive hypothesis to f (x, y,, y’) to get 
f (x, Y,, Y ‘) = ,[zd al(x, yJY”ul(x, YI) Y’), (2) 
with a, E RW{x, y,} and uI a unit in R! lx, y,, y’]. 
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Now we apply the previous case to each a&, y,), getting for 111< d: 
al(x* Y1) = C ail(x)Y’luil(x7 Yl)v 
i<e 
(3) 
withai,~Rw{x}, uilaunitinR\x,y,], forsomeeEPV(, e>O. 
Applying (2) to (3), this case is proved. •i 
We now show the modification in the Local Basic Lemma. 
Theorem 2.6. Let x = xc,,,), y = y(,), n > 0, and let g+, y) be a quantifier-free 
L,-formula. Then, for every sujjiciently small E > 0, there is a quantifier-free 
L$formulu lcfa(x, z), z = z(,_ 1), such that: 
(1) I b (3Y Q)(w &Y)) c, (32 1IIE(K 2)); 
(2) in Q!F~, the symbol D is only applied to terms not involving the variables 
z,, . . . ) 2,-l. 
Proof. (Compare with [3, Local Basic Lemma (4-13)].) The idea is to transform 
~(x, y) into a formula whose terms are polynomial in yn, which will allow us to 
use the quantifier elimination for real closed fields to obtain qIF. 
First observe that 
f#O++f>Ovf<O, and f =O++l(f >Ovf CO), 
so by taking an equivalent formula, we may assume that all atomic subformulas of 
91 are of the form f (x, y) > 0. 
Observe also that Lw has a binary function symbol . coming from the power 
series x,x2 E R ,+, {x, , x2}. However, it does not have a function symbol + (since 
x1 +x2 does not map 1’ into I), but it has one coming from 4(x, + xJ. It has a 
unary function symbol -, since -x1 t R,{x,}. Now let f(x) E R,{x~,,}. Then 
f(x) > 0 may not be an Lw-f ormula since the range of f may not lie inside I, 
however it can be made into an L,-formula by replacing f by the (function 
symbol corresponding to the) power series A-If, where A = sup{ 1 f (x)1: x E P}. 
We will use these facts when dealing with formulas below, without explicit 
mention to them. 
First, we want to find a quantifier-free Lsformula 13,,(x, y) in which the 
variable y, occurs only polynomially in its terms, and such that I kf (a, EY) > Ot, 
f3r,E(~, y), for each atomic subformula f(x, y) > 0 occurring in QJ. 
Applying 2.5 simultaneously to all f occurring in 91, we obtain a positive integer 
d which works for all these f. Fix such a d. Consider any f (x, y) such that f > 0 
occurs in 97. By 2.5, 
with a, E R,(x), and ui a unit in R lx, yj. Choose 6,O < 6 < 1, such that all 
ui(x, y) ([iI Cd) converge on {(x, y) E Im-Cn: llxll < 6, I(yl( < S}, where llxll = 
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max{lxil: l~i~m} and llyll is similar. By multiplying f by a small positive 
constant, we may assume that a,(Z”) G Z ([iI < d). 
In what follows, let x range over I”, and y over I”. 
For each j E N”, ljl cd, let ~lf,~(x) denote the &-formula saying 
where A(j) = {i E N”: Ii1 <d, if j}. Then it follows that 
zkf(x* Y)‘oo,,~d(&.j(X) Af(xp Y)‘O), (2) 
for if f(x, y) > 0, then one of the coefficients a@), lil cd, must be nonzero and 
with the greatest absolute value. 
Fix j E N”, I jl -=c d, and consider the formula pf,j(X) A f(x, y) > 0. 
Let u = (V;)i~A(j), ljl cd, be a tuple of new variables. We divide all a;(x) 
(Ii1 cd) by aj(x) in (11, and replace the quotients a;/~, by ui, obtaining 
.?(x, u9 Y> =Yj”jCx, Y) + ies,, viYiui(x, Y)- 
Clearly, f E R lx, u, Y]. For any x, Y, with llxll < 6 and llyll < 6, if Z ~ ~~,j(x), 
then f(x, Y) = aj(X)f(X, V(X), Y>, where Y(X) is the tuple of L@-terms vi(x) = 
D(u,(x), ai(x i eA(j), because in this case, the value of vi(X) is Ui(X)/Uj(X). 
Now we will modify f(x, u, y) in order to apply Weierstrass Preparation 2.2-5. 
Fix c = (Ci)i~A(j), Ci E I. Put 
fc(X, u, Y) =Yj”Itx9 Y) + iEzjj tcI + ui)Yiui(x, Y>. 
Then, for llxll < 6 and I(yJI < 6, 
if 1 k Pf,j(x), then f(x, Y> = ~,(xlf~(x, +> - C, y). (3) 
It is possible that the power series fc is not regular in y,. Let A(y) be the 
n-tuple of polynomials (y, + $-‘, y2 +yF”, . . . , y_, + y$ yll). Thus A defines a 
bijective map [w”+ R”, whose inverse is the n-tuple Q(y) = (y, - 
d”- I 
y, ,...> y,_, - yf, y,). We claim that f=(x, u, A(y)) is regular in y,. Indeed, let 
k=(/&, . . .) k,) E N” be the smallest multi-index in the lexicographical order of 
N”, such that yk appears with a nonzero coefficient in the series 
i(O, Y) =YjUj(O, Y) + Jj, ciY’ui(o, Y). 
Since u, is a unit, SJO, y) f 0, and so k is the smallest element of {j} U 
{i E A(j): c, # 0} lexicographically. Now, if I = (I,, . . , f,) is larger than k, then 
k,d”-I+. . . + k,_,d + k, <f,d”-’ +. . . + l,p,d + 1,. 
So, since A(0, yn) = (yf”-‘, . . . , y,), the series f=(O, 0, A(0, y,)) is nonzero of 
order k, + . . . + k,, proving the claim. 
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Now, apply Weierstrass Preparation 2.2-5 to L(x, V, A(y)) and obtain 
J&, u, A(y)) = u&G u, Y)G(K v, y>, 
where I!/, is a unit in R! IX, v, y] , and G, E R lx, V, y] is polynomial in y,. 
By multiplying G, by f 1, we may suppose that I/,(0, 0, 0) > 0. Choose E,, 
0 < E, < 6 < 1, such that U, and G, converge on the polyinterval {(x, V, y } : 11~ II< 
E,, [lull <2s,, llyll <2e,}, and iJ,> 0 in this polyinterval. Now note that 
llvll < EC implies IIQ(Y)II <2 E,. So, if ll4l < E,, Ilvll < G, llvll < L then 
j&G u, Y) = 4,(.T u, Q2(Y))G(-T UT Q(Y)). (4) 
Let ,u~,~,~ be the Lsformula saying 
From (3) and (4) it follows that if llxll <E,, IIYJJ < cc, and IF ~~.j,e(X), then 
f(x, y) = a;(x)U-% v(x) - c, Q(Y))G(K v(x) - c, Q(Y)), 
and f(x, y) > 0 if, and only if, +(x)G,(x, v(x) - c, Q(y)) > 0. Since G, may not 
converge in a neighbourhood of Im+lA(J)‘*n, the latter inequality is not in general 
an L$formula. Choose e > 0, E < E,. Then, for any x E I” and y E I” such that 
1 L pf,j.c(Ell;), 
f(EX, EJ’) >o+++(EX)G, 
G(EY) 
FX, E,D(;V(ET) - $C, jE,), 2E- 
2E > 
>o. (5) 
Put Q(y) = Q(ey)/2~. Since Sz, maps I” into itself, we may consider Z&(y) as 
an n-tuple of _&-terms, for each fixed & > 0, E < F,. Since G,(.%, E$, 2~y) E 
Rw{x, v,Y)> by (5) we can obtain a quantifier-free L$formula Bf,,,,..(x, y) in 
which the variable yn occurs only polynomially, and the symbol D is applied only 
to terms not involving the variables y, and such that 
Now, since Z’A(‘)’ IS compact, and the polyintervals given by /j;_,(,) IV, - ciI < 
E,, c E I’A(i)‘, cover llA(‘)‘, it follows from the fact that the terms v(x) take values 
in I that there is a finite subset C,,j of IIA(j’l such that 
(7) 
From (2), (6) and (7) it follows that for every sufficiently small E > 0 (smaller 
than E,, for any CE l.J ,,,<d Cf,j; there are only finitely many such c), there is a 
quantifier-free L$formula 6r.E(~, y) in which the variable y, occurs polynomially 
and the symbol D is applied only to terms not involving y, such that 
Ztrf(rr, EY) > O++ 0,.(x, G$(y)). Note that by our choice of d, f&(y) does not 
depend on c, f, or j, but only on E and d. 
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Since all atomic subformulas of Q, are of the form f > 0, we obtain for each 
sufficiently small E > 0 a quantifier-free L$formula 13,(x, y) in which the variable 
yn occurs polynomially, and the symbol D is applied only to terms not involving y, 
such that I L Q)(FX, cy) * 0,(x, C&(y)). 
Note that 0,(x, Q,(y)) does not necessarily have yn occurring polynomially in 
it, so we argue as follows. For any x E I”, I k 3y f3,(x, Q(y)) if, and only if, there 
is z E I” such that 19,(x, z) holds and A(~Ez)/E E I” (i.e., z = QE(y), for some 
y E I”). We can write a quantifier-free &-formula saying that AA(~Ez)/E E AZ”, 
for some small enough A, 0 <A < 1, L = (z,, . . . , z,), and so we obtain a 
quantifier-free L $formula 6,(x, z) in which z,, occurs polynomially and the 
symbol D is applied only to terms not involving z, such that 
1 k 3y Q)(=, cy) @ 32 &(X, 2). (8) 
By the quantifier elimination for real closed fields, there is a quantifier-free 
Lsformula r&(x, zl, . . . , zn_,), in which the symbol D is only applied to terms 
not involving zl, . . . , z,_, , such that 
So, combining (8) and (9), the theorem is proved. 0 
Now we give the global version of the previous result, called the Basic Lemma 
in [3]. 
Theorem 2.7. Let x = I(,,), y = y(,,, n > 0, and let ~(x, y) be a quantifier-free 
L,-formula. Then there is a quantifier-free L&formula ~(x, z), .z = z~,_,), such 
that: 
(1) 1 k (3Y V(-? Y)) H(3Z V(x, 2)); 
(2) in q, the symbol D is only applied to terms not involving the variables 
21, . . . ) z,_,. 
The proof of the above as well as of Theorem 2.4 run almost exactly the same 
as in [3]. See [2] for the details. 
2.2. The complex case 
We now use the previous case to prove a similar one of the complex numbers. 
Deli&ion 2.8. Let A = {z E @: IzI s l}. Let WC = (C~Z~~)])~~~, z(,,) = 
(21, . . * > z,), be a convergent W-system over @, such that for each power series 
f E @[Q,], there is a power series g E @[.z+~)] such that if zj = xi + iy,, Xi = 
Re(,q), then Re(f (2)) =g(x,, . . . , x,, y,, . . . , y,), where Re(z) is the real part 
of z. So this g(z,, . . . , zzn) is in IRQz,, . . . , z2,J. Notice that the W-system of all the 
convergent power series over @ satisfies the above condition. Let Cw{.q,,} = 
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{f E @[z~,,]: f converges in a neighbourhood of A”, and for all a E A”, 
f(z - a) E C[Z~,,,] }. Let L& be the language with one n-ary function symbol for 
each f E Cw{z(,,} such that f(A”) c A ( II E N), and a binary function symbol D, 
and a unary function symbol 1.1. 
Then A is made into an LD w, -structure by interpreting each function symbol 
coming from C,{Z~,,} (n E N) by the corresponding function, 1.1 by the usual 
absolute value function, and D : A*+ A, by 
if Iz,I s 1~~1, z2f0, 
otherwise. 
Theorem 2.9. The (theory of the) L& -structure A admits quantifier elimination. 
Proof. We interpret the L&-structure I in A and use 2.4, where W, denotes 
(R lZ(,,] )ntM [w ]zc,,,] = @]z(,,] fl Iw[[z(,J which is a convergent W-system over R 
(by [l, theorem (10.3.1)]). 
First, notice that Re(z) = $2 + $D(lzI’, z), which is a L&-term, and the 
imaginary part of z, Im(z) = Re(-iz), where i = G. 
Notice also that [Ww,{z(,)} G Cw, {zc,,}. However if f E Cw4 {z(,,,>, Re(f) does 
not necessarily belong to lQW,{~C2nj}, because it may not converge in a 
neighbourhood of Lzn, SO L& may not contain a function symbol for Re(f), for 
some f in Lg(. We circumvent this problem by dealing with f locally and using the 
compactness of A, as follows. 
Let f E C, {z(,,} and c E A”. Then there is an E,.~ such that the series f 
converges in the polydisc {z E C”: max{ ]z, - cil: 1 G i c n} < 2.~,,~}. Choose 0 < 
c<l, E<E,~, and putfcE=f(cz+c). Th en, by the choice of E, fC,, E Cwt {z(,,} 
and also Re(fc,.) E IwwM{z~2,,,}, and if z E A”, and max{ Iz, - c;]: 1 G i d n} < E, 
then f (z) =f=,.((z - c)/E). 
Now, suppose that ~(z, w), z = z(,), w = w(,,,,, is a quantifier-free L&-formula, 
whose atomic subformulas are of the form f (z, w) = 0, for some f E Cw, {z, IV}, or 
g(z, w) = 0, where g involves only the symbols D, 1.1, ., i(e) + $(a). For each 
c = (c (‘1, cc*‘) E A” x A”, choose an cc > 0 such that E, < .s,,r, for all f E Cw, {z, w} 
occurring in QI, and let q_, denote the formula obtained from Q, by replacing the 
occurrences of such f (z, w) by the corresponding 
f_(D($z - +c(‘), $,), D(;w - +c(*), ;E,)). 
Let B&z, w) denote the L&-formula defining the set 
{(z, w)~A”xA~:max{lz,-cl”l, ]w,-cj’)]:l~i<., lGj~m}<~,}. 
Then 
A k V(Z, w) A B,& w) ++ V&Z, w) A B,..&, w)- 
Since A is compact, there is a finite set C G A” X A”’ such that 




Now, let q(z), z =z(,), by any L&-formula. By existentially defining all 
occurrences of D and 1.1 in q, we may assume that the atomic subformulas of Q, 
are of the form g(z, W) = 0, where either g involves only the symbols D, 1.1, ., 
4(e) + 4(s), or g E cWt {z(,j, w+jl, in which case we may also assume that 
Re(g) E Rw,{z~2,+ W(W). Let x=x(,), y =y(,,, u = u(,), and v = vCm,, be new 
variables. Let ~+!J(x, y, u, v) be the LD W, -formula obtained from the quantifier-free 
part of q(z), by taking every atomic subformula g(z, w) = 0 from Q, and replacing 
it by 
Re(g)(x, y, u, v) = 0 A Im(g)(x, y, u, v> = 0. 
Then, if q(z) is Q, w1 . . . Qm W, 0(z, w), with Qi E (3, V}, 1 c i s m, we have 
Akg?(z)eQ~w.. . Qm w, V(Re(z), Im(z), Re(w), I&w)), 
and so, we have 
So any L&-definable set in A” can be L&-defined in I**, and so, by 2.4, by a 
quantifier-free L&- formula. Observe that the relation x > 0 can be L&-defined 
by 1x1 =x AX #O, and since IWW,{zCZnj} c &C{~C2nj}, for any L&t.-formula q(t), 
z = Z(n), there is a quantifier-free L&.-formula V(z, w), z = z(,), w = w(~), such 
that A k q(z) * v(Re(z), Im(z)), proving the theorem. 0 
3. The model completeness results 
3.1. The method 
Here we describe the method used by van den Dries in [5] to prove the (strong) 
model completeness of the reals with restricted sine and restricted exponential. 
Definition 3.1. A theory T is strongly model complete if for every formula q(x) 
there is a quantifier-free formula r/~(x, y) such that 
T ~V_X (V(X) f, 3~ V(-V Y)), and Tf-VxFy V(X,Y)-~!Y W,Y)). 
In other words, if M b T, then any definable set in M is the domain of a 
quantifier-free definable partial function. 
Definition 3.2. Let L be a first-order language and M an L-structure. A set 
R GM” is strongly dejinabfe (in M) if there is a quantifier-free L-formula ~(x, y), 
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x =x(,), y = y(,,, such that 
R = {a E M”: M k 3y q~(u, y)}, 
and for each a E R, there is a unique b EM” such that M k ~,(a, b). Given 
D EM”, a map f : D+ M” is strongly definable (in M) if both its graph 
r(f) = {(x, y) E M” x M”: x E D, y = f (x)} 
and the complement of its domain, M”\D, are strongly definable (in M). 
3.3. We now list some properties of strong definability (see [5, (2.4)]). 
1. Given an L-term t(x), x =x+), the function x E M” H t(x) E M is strongly 
definable. 
2. If DcM” and fi ,..., f,:D-+M, n > 0, are functions defining a map 
f =(fI,. . . , fn) : D -+ M”, then f is strongly definable if, and only if, each fi 
(1 s i d n) is strongly definable (in M). 
3. Let f: D+ M”, D c M”, be strongly definable, and let 1 d i(l), 
. . . , i(m) G k, and define D* = {(x,, . . . , xk) E Mk: (xi(,), . . . , xicm,) E D}, 
and f * : D+ M”, f *(x1, . . . , xk) = f (xjclj, . . . , Xi(,,). Then f * is strongly 
definable. 
4. (Composition) Let f:D+M”, DsM”, and g:E-+M”, EcMk, 
m, n, k E N, be strongly definable maps. Define E* = {x E E: g(x) E D}, and 
h:E*-+M”, h(x) = f (g(x)). Then h is strongly definable. 
5. (Transitivity) Let ( fw)atA be a family of strongly definable maps fa : D, + 
M m(a), and let M* be the expansion of M by adding the graphs T(fn) and 
domains D, to M as basic relations. Then if f : D+ M”, D G M”, is strongly 
definable in M*, then it is so in M. 
We now relate strong definability to W-systems. 
Definition 3.4. Let @ G @[x]l, x = xc,), be a collection of power series converging 
on a polydisc D E C”. We say that a series h E C[x] is strongly definable from @ 
on D if h converges on D to a function 6 : D + C which is strongly definable in the 
structure (R, <, 0, 1, +, ., D, (rD(f))fEQ), where I”(f) is the graph of f 
restricted to D, and identifying C with [w’. 
3.5. Let y be a new variable, and let f E @ix, yJj be a power series converging in a 
neighbourhood of the origin (of Cm+’ ), and regular of order d in y (cf. 5). Then 
(by the contour integral proof of the Weierstrass Preparation Theorem in [l, pp. 
lOO-104]), there is a polydisc D = D1 X {y E @: 1 yl <r} centered at the origin, 
such that 
1. f converges in a neighbourhood of D ; 
2. f (0, y) # 0, for 0 < 1 yl < r; 
3. f(x, y) # 0, for 1 y I = r and any x E 0,; 
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4. f(x, y) = u(x, Y)~(G Y), w h ere II is a unit in C[x, yl and converges in a 
neighbourhood of 0, and W(X, y) = y” + C:‘=;: a,(x)y’, with ai E @[Ix] 
(0 6 i G d - 1) converging in a neighbourhood of 0,) and ai = 0, and for 
each c E D,, W(c, y) has all its d complex roots in the disc {y E @: jyj < r}. 
Fix such D and fi 
Theorem 3.6. Let g, h E C[x, yj converge on D, and suppose g = hf. Then h is 
strongly definable from the partial derivatives dkgl 3yk, a”f /dyk, 0 < k c d. More 
generally, each partial derivative Z.h/dy’, j E N, is strongly definable from 
~3~g/dy~, a”f /dyk, 0~ k <d +j. (See [5, lemma (3.4)].) 0 
Now fix another power series g E @lx, yjj converging on D. By the Weierstrass 
Division Theorem (see [l, (10.3. l)]), g = Qf + R, where Q E @Ix, yn converges 
on D, and R(x, y) = CfG’=;: Ri(x)yi, with Ri E @[xl, converging on D, (Osi < 
d - 1). 
Theorem 3.7. The series Ro, . . . , R,_, above are strongly definable from 
akf /dyk, akgJdyk, 0 G k cd, on D. Moreover, for each j E N, dQldy’ is strongly 
definable on D from a”f ldyk, akgldyk, 0 c k s d + j. 
Proof. See [5, lemma (3.6)] for the details. Here we give only the idea of the 
proof. 
Let XED,, and suppose that f (x, y) has d distinct zeros y,, . . . , yd in 
{y E C: ]y( <r}. Then R,,(x), . . . , R+,(x) are determined by the system 
Let S = {x E D,: f (x, y) has d distinct zeros in { y E C: lyl< r}}. We can write a 
quantifier-free formula telling all the possible relative positions of the real and 
imaginary parts of the roots y,, . . . , yd in such a way that for each x E S, there is 
a unique tuple (y, , . . . , yd) satisfying this formula. Since the above system is 
non-singular, it admits a unique solution. So, it follows that S, 
~(R,,]s), . . . , r&--l [s) are strongly definable from {f, g} on D. 
In a similar way the other configurations of single and multiple zeros of f(x, y) 
can be treated, giving the result. 0 
With f and g fixed as before, let [f, g] denote the set 
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Theroem 3.8. Each of the partial derivatives d”‘R,ldx’, al” $Q/axi ayi (i E 
N”, j E N, 0 G 1 G d - 1) are strongly definable on D from [f, g]. (See [S, proposi- 
tion (3.8)].) 0 
3.9. Let @ = (U?, (F,),,,,) b e an expansion of R, where F* is the graph of an 
analytic function (whose domain in R”^ contains the compact polyinterval Q.) 
restricted to DA. Suppose that for each h E A there is a (complex) analytic 
function gA whose domain contains the closed polydisc An c C”“, and Ah rl [w”* = 
DA, such that all partial derivatives of g, are strongly definable in @, and such 
that g, ID, = fn ]s. 
Now, for each closed polydisc A E C” centered at the origin, let C, ]z,, . . . , znJ 
be the set of all power series converging in a neighbourhood of A to an analytic 
function with all the partial derivatives strongly definable in l@. Let @ ]tj = 
lJd 43, [z], where A runs through all the closed polydiscs in C” centered at the 
origin. Then WC = (C L.+,J )neN is a family of rings which clearly satisfies the 
conditions Wl and W2 of Definition 2.1, and by Theorem 3.8 it also satisfies W3. 
So it is a W-system over @. 
Put R ]zJ = C]Z] n R[z]. Then W, = (II%! [z])“~~ is a W-system over R, and by 
the hypothesis on the F,, we have that some translate off* belongs to it. 
3.10. To obtain a convergent W-system, with some translate of fA in it, we assume 
that for each A E A and each a E Dn there is a polydisc do,* EC”” centered at n 
and an analytic function g,,A: A,,i +C with all partial derivatives strongly 
definable in I%‘, such that go,A]uAnd.,i =fAIDlnd.,l, and in the definition of the 
C, It] we also require that if g E C, ]z] , and a E A, then there is a polydisc A’ 
centered at the origin such that g(z - a) rd, is strongly definable in II%. 
Then Wc = (@ 14 LcN is a convergent W-system over @, and W, = (OB [z]),,, is 
a convergent W-system over R such that some translate of fh is in Iw [z]. 
3.11. Now as in Section 2.1, with W = W, , we consider the Lcstructure I. By 
the construction of W, each quantifier-free definable relation in I is strongly 
definable in I%! (with the obvious interpretation of I inside II??), and its is clear that 
I% can be interpreted in I (using the semialgebraic map r : R + I, z(x) = x/d=, 
with inverse r-l: l-1, l[+R, t-‘(y) = yldw). Since I admits quantifier 
elimination, we have that any definable set in I&’ is strongly definable in a, giving 
the strong model completeness of ll% . 
We can summarise the above procedure in the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.12. Suppose that fi = ([w , constants, <, +, -, ., (Fh)lc,,) is an 
expansion of R where for each ?L E A, Fh is the graph of an analytic function fi 
(whose domain contains the compact polyinterval DA E [w”*) restricted to DA, such 
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that there is a complex analytic function g, whose domain contains the closed 
polydisc Ah c C”” satisfying the following conditions : 
(1) g* is strongly definable in lJ%, Q, c AA, and fh [bL = g* [b*; 
(2) all partial derivates of g, are strongly definable in L@ ’ 
(3) for each a E An, there is a polydisc A E dom(g,) centered at a such that all 
the partial derivatives of gA rL\ are strongly definable in I$. 
Then the theory of I%’ is strongly model complete. 
3.2. The main results 
We now show that the following expansions of R are strongly model complete 
applying Theorem 3.12. For f meromorphic, let dam(f) = {z E C: f is holomor- 
phic at z}. 
3.2.1. Elliptic functions 
3.13. We give a brief account of the Weierstrassb-function, based on [S, Chapter 
201. Recall that a (non-degenerate) elliptic function is a complex-valued mero- 
morphic function f which is doubly periodic, i.e., there are oi, w2 E C\ {0}, such 
that o,/wz 4 [w, and for any z E dam(f), f(z + 2w,) =f(z), and f(z + 20~) = 
f(z), or more generally, f (z + L2_) = f (z), where Q,,, = 2mo, + 2nwz, m, n E 
Z. A Weierstrassj-function is an elliptic function/,(z) =Jz(z; ml, w,), given by the 
power series 
(1) 
where I;,,,, represents the sum over all (m, n) E Z2\ ((0, O)}. It has poles at each 
point of the lattice {2mw, + 2nwz EC: m, n E Z}. It satisfies the differential 
equation (whereb’ is d/z/dz) 
($(z)Y = 4/r”(z) - gzp(z) -g, (2) 
where g, = 60 Et,,,, Qif,,, and g3 = 140 C;,,,, Q$,,. We have for all z, w, 
z + w, 2z E dom(/l), the summation formulas 
1 /1’(z) -/1’(w) 
Hz + w)=4 [ /;(z)-/;(w) 1 
2 -j(z)-/(w), ifz#w, (3) 
(4) 
Notice that any elliptic function is a rational function in a Weierstrass function 
/Z (and in/l’), with the same double period (see [S]). 
3.14. We first consider the general case. Let b,(z) =f/(z; ol, 02), j2(z) = 
/1( z; iw,, iw,), /i3(z) =/l(z; W,, 02), and fi4(z) =/r(z; iO,, i&J. We have that 
Miz) = -/ ( ) 8I z , and/,!(iz) = i/,‘(z), for j # 1, and j, 1 E (1, 2}, or j, 1 E (3, 4). 
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Then looking at the series defining thebj’s, for x E n,“=, dom(jj) f~ R: 
W/4x)) = W/44) = i (/‘“i(X) +/tt(~))~ (5) 
Im(/ci(x)) = -Im(/“,t(xN = k (jjCx) -/“I(X)) (6) 
for j # 1, and j, 1 E { 1, 3}, or j, I E (2, 4). 
Put Rt: = graph(Re(/ci) ]tao,bol), 14 = graph(Im(/+) ]tao,bol), J’ = 1, 2, where we 
choose u. < bO such that [ao, 601 G {x + iy: X, y E [a,, b,]} E don@,) n don@,,). 
By the addition formulas and the differential equations of thebj’s, we see that 
Theorem 3.12 applies because we can define each of the roots of (2), by 
conditions on the sign of real and imaginary parts. So we have: 
Theorem 3.15. The theory of p4 = ([w, (r)reR, <, +, ., RP,, IP,, RP,, IP,) is 
strongly model complete. q 
Now we consider the following particular cases. 
3.16. If o1 = f02 # stiw2, we have that for x E n,“=, dom(jj) n R, 
Im(/zi(x)) = Im(/&)) = 0. 
So, in 3.14 we need only RP, and RP, in the structure. 
3.17. If w, = fit+ # zk&, then for x E n,“=, dom(Jl;i) fl R, 
/zi(X) =/&). 
So in 3.14 we need only RP, and IP, in the structure. 
3.18. The last case to consider is when o1 = ffi,= fiw,. For x E 
fJ,“=l dom(jj) n R, 
/Q(X) =j&) = Re(/&(x)). 
So in (3.14) we only need RP, in the structure. 
3.2.2. A belian functions 
3.19. Now we give a brief account on abelian functions, based on [7, Chapter 51. 
Let 52 be the lattice in C” generated by ol, . . . , 0.1~” E C”, and let K be the 
field of functions with domain contained in C” having Q as a period lattice (or 
group). We assume that K is non-degenerate, so K is a finite extension of a field 
of transcendence degree n. So, if fi,, . . . , fn are generators for K, then there are 
rational functions Ro, . . . , R, over C, such that for all z, w, z + w E 
n,“=” dom(f;), and for all i = 1, . . . , n, 
h(z + W) = R;(Mz), . . . ,fn(z),Mw), . . . ,fn(w)). 
(See [7, Chapter 5, section 131.) 
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Now suppose that fi, . . . , fn are algebraic independent over C. Since K is 
clearly closed under partial derivatives, and f0 being algebraic over @(fi, . . . , fn), 
then there are non-zero polynomials Qi,j over @ such that 
Qi,j(g ,fi, . . . yf") =O. 
I 
3.20. Fixf,, . . . , fn as above. Let D L [w” be a compact polyinterval contained in 
the domains of the fi’s and gj’S (where gj(X) =fi(ix)). Let Re = graph(Re(h) lo), 
Ze = graph(Im(fi) I,), RGj = graph(Re(g,) [D), ZGj = graph(Im(gj) lo), for i = 
1 , . . * , n. Then, by arguing in a similar way as in 3.14, we have: 
Theorem 3.21. The theory of R = (R, (r)se08, <, +, -, 0, (RZ$, Il$, RGj, ZGj)y=,) 
is strongly model complete. 0 
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